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ABSTRACT
In-situ processing has received a great deal of attention in recent
years. In in-situ scenarios, big raw data files which do not fit in main
memory, must be efficiently handled on-the-fly using commodity
hardware, without the overhead of a preprocessing phase or the
loading of data into a database system. This paper presents RawVis,
an open source data visualization system for in-situ visual exploration and analytics over big raw data. RawVis implements novel
indexing schemes and adaptive processing techniques allowing
users to perform efficient visual and analytics operations directly
over the data files. RawVis provides real-time interaction, reporting
low response time, over large data files, using commodity hardware.
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INTRODUCTION

Commonly, in data exploration scenarios, users wish to visually
interact and analyze large data files that do not fit in main memory,
e.g., data produced by scientific workflows, IoT devices or crowdsourcing. In several cases, these users usually have limited skills
in data management and processing, as well as limited resources
or commodity hardware for use, e.g., not a distributed environment.
Ideally, the tasks in such scenarios, require a very small raw datato-analysis time and memory resources, as well as efficient visual
exploration and analytic operations, which will be performed via
interactive visualizations and analytical methods, without being
overwhelmed in the tedious processes of data loading, indexing
and query optimization [3].
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In the last few years, the in-situ paradigm has been adopted in
the context of data exploration scenarios, referring to the collection
of data access methods that enable the on-the-fly analysis over
large sets of raw data, i.e., data files in raw formats like CSV or
JSON [1, 9, 13, 14, 18, 19, 24]. In-situ techniques attempt to avoid
the overhead of fully loading and indexing the data in a DBMS and
improve performance by progressively building an index as the
user explores data.
Contribution. To address the aforementioned challenges, we propose the RawVis system1 that enables in-situ visual exploration and
analytics over large raw data files, for users who wish to make use
of commodity hardware [4, 5, 15]. RawVis uses innovative indexing
schemes and adaptive techniques, which allow users to perform
visual and analytic operations directly over the raw data, without
the need of an underlying DBMS or a query engine. As mentioned
later, RawVis exhibited low response time over large datasets (e.g.,
50G, 100M objects) using commodity hardware, which in turn allows its adoption by interactive applications. Note that, in most
cases, RawVis is noticeably faster and performs significantly fewer
I/O operations compared to various competitive systems [4, 5, 15].
In our working scenario, the user selects a raw file to visualize
and analyze, the file is parsed and indexed on-the-fly, generating a
“crude” initial version of our index. The user, then, performs visual
operations, which are translated to queries evaluated over the index.
Based on the user interaction, the index is adapted incrementally,
adjusting its structure and updating statistics.
Demonstration. The graphical user interface of RawVis allows
the audience to perform on-the-fly visual exploration and analytical
operations over large raw data. The interface offers numerous features, such as: map-based exploration, statistics computation, data
analysis via several visual methods. Datasets from two different
domains (telecommunication and transport) will be available as the
use cases through which users can explore, analyze and test the
capabilities of the tool.
Related Work. Relevant works in this area have proposed techniques for progressive loading and indexing of the data, for generic
in-situ querying [1, 9, 13, 14, 18, 19, 24], without focusing on the
specific needs of visualization and low-latency interaction with raw
data. Instead, our work considers the in-situ processing as a sequence of query operations performed by the user in the context of
spatial exploration and visual analysis of data residing in raw files.
Moreover, in the context of in-situ processing, in contrast to our
work, there is no work studying exploratory queries combined with
aggregate operations over categorical attributes i.e., group-by queries
1 The

source code is available at: https://github.com/VisualFacts/RawVis

that filter and aggregate results based on categorical values. The
Group-by operation is essential in order to generate the most-known
visualization types, in which categorical-based aggregated results
are visualized, such as: bar charts, heatmaps, parallel coordinates,
(binned) scatter plots, radar chart, pies. Beyond the Group-by operation, the Filter operation over categorical attributes, enables the
support of effective exploration mechanisms, e.g., faceted search.
In our experiments [4, 5, 15], RawVis is in most cases about 5-10×
faster than the competitors, and requires significantly less memory
resources. Particularly, in the case of categorical-based aggregate
operations, RawVis is about 40× faster and performs up to 3 orders
of magnitude fewer I/O operations, compared to existing solutions.
It is worth noting that RawVis exhibits in most cases response time
less than 1sec, over large raw file (e.g., 50G, 100M objects) using
commodity hardware.
Moreover, several works study the problem of incremental and
adaptive indexes [2, 6–8, 10–12, 16, 17, 20–23]. However, in these
works the data has to be previously loaded in the system. Hence,
they are not applicable on in-situ query scenarios.

2

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Figure 1 presents the architecture of the RawVis system; the frontend (web-based) is presented on the left side of the figure, and the
backend on the right.
Exploration Scenario. In our working scenario, we consider that
a user visually explores the data stored in a single csv data file A
in disk using a 2D visualization technique (e.g., map, scatter plot)
B , and analyzes it using visual (e.g., bar and line charts, heatmaps,
parallel coordinates), and statistical methods C (e.g., Pearson correlation, covariance). Data attributes may be numeric, spatiotemporal,
categorical, or textual; at least two of them must be numeric (e.g.,
longitude, latitude) and can be mapped to the X and Y axis of the
2D visualization.
Architecture Overview. In the backend, ➊ the first time the user
requests to visualize or analyze a new dataset, the file is parsed
and indexed on-the-fly, generating a “crude” initial version of the
index (Index Initialization component). In parallel with the index
construction, the results corresponding to the first user request
are evaluated. ➋ Based on the exploration model the user’s visual
and analytic operations (i.e., interactions) are translated to dataaccess operations (Operation Translation component), which are then
➌ evaluated over the Tile-Tree index structure (Query Evaluation
component) to compute and fetch the results. ➍ Based on the
last user request, the index is adapted progressively, reorganizing
its contents, and updating computed statistics (Index Adaptation
component). ➎ The query results are further processed and reduced
(e.g., via clustering, sampling, aggregation) before they are rendered
in the visualization component, such that over-plotting issues are
properly addressed (Data Reduction component). ➏ Finally, the
results are returned and visualized to the user. Note that, during
the index construction or the query evaluation, the index structure
may not fit in main memory; in such cases, the Eviction Handler
component stores parts of the index structure in the disk.

In the frontend, a 2D visual data representation is presented,
as well as exploration operations, visual analytics and statistics
(Sect. 3).
Exploration Model. RawVis is based on a formal exploration
model that defines a set of exploratory and analytic operations which
formulate the user interactions. RawVis offers functionality for the
user to explore and analyze the underlying data objects over a 2D
plane as well as through various ad-hoc charts and statistics. It implements basic exploration operations over a 2D visualization plane,
such as pan, zoom, filter, view object details, and selection of objects
by defining arbitrary areas over the visualized objects. Beyond exploratory operations, the model defines analytic operations which
allow the user to visually analyze the objects by generating several
visualization types that can aggregate, compare or provide statistics
on one or more data properties. For example, group by and aggregate visualized objects in bar charts, generate a heatmap that depicts
the correlation between attributes, or compute statistics over object
attributes. These operations are translated to data-access operators,
forming a query applied to the index, denoted as exploratory query
(or query).
Indexing Scheme. The indexing scheme is designed in the context
of visual exploration based on the following basic principles: (1)
fast on-the-fly construction (see next paragraph); (2) memory and
I/O-efficiency; and (3) efficient statistics computations.
RawVis is built on top of a lightweight main memory indexing
scheme which combines: a tile-based multilevel structure organizing
data into tiles for efficient exploration in the 2D plane; with a
tree-based structure which organizes a tile’s objects based on its
categorical values, offering efficient categorical-based group-by and
filter operations. Particularly, the tile structure organizes the data
objects into hierarchies of non-overlapping rectangle tiles, which
are defined over the axis attributes of the objects. Moreover, each
leaf tile is associated with a tree that organizes the objects enclosed
in its associated tile based on categorical attribute values.
Statistics computations are performed using metadata stored in
the tree nodes. Metadata are basically numeric values calculated
by algebraic aggregate functions over one or more attributes of
the objects. The structure of the tree, allows efficient statistics
computations over different attributes, by performing in-memory
aggregate operations.2
Regarding the I/O operations, the proposed indexing scheme
enables the access of the raw file in a sequential manner, which
noticeably reduces the cost of I/Os. The statistics computations
and the cost of I/O operations, are further improved by the index
adaptation (more details in the next paragraphs).
Index Initialization. During the initialization phase, the characteristics of the index are determined (e.g., tile indexing precision,
number and size of trees, tree’s nodes ordering); then, during the
parsing of the file, an initial version of the index is constructed and
the first query is evaluated.
2 Note

that, the support of algebraic aggregate functions in our scheme, enables the
computation of a very large number of statistics. Particularly, more than 90% and 75%
of the statistics supported by SciPy and Wolfram, respectively, are defined as algebraic
aggregate functions [25].
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Figure 1: RawVis Architecture
The initialization phase has to handle three major challenges.
First, due to our interactive exploration scenario, the index construction should be performed as fast as possible in order to entail
a small overhead in the evaluation of the first query. Second, the
memory requirements should be relatively small, since commodity
hardware may be used (e.g., laptop). Third, the index initialization,
should improve query evaluation during the initial stages of the exploration, when the index is not fully adapted yet. Thus, initially, a
“crude”, lightweight initial version of the index is built, where its
characteristics are determined by the examined factors, such as the
aforementioned challenges to be handled.
Progressive Index Adaptation. RawVis employs a progressive
index adaptation technique that attempts to reduce the I/O operations by adjusting the index based on the user interactions, e.g.,
exploration areas and categorical attributes under analysis. Index
adaptation is performed by modifying the structure of the index
(e.g., tile size, tree node ordering); and by enriching and updating
its “information”, i.e., indexing new attributes, computing node
statistics.
The adaptation method incrementally splits the tiles that overlap
with a query into smaller subtiles. The splitting process considers
factors related to I/O cost in order to decide whether to perform a
split or not. Considering the locality-based characteristics of the
exploration scenarios, tile splitting increases the likelihood that a
future query will fully overlap a tile in the area that the user exploration focuses. The case of fully overlapped tiles allows the index
to use the existing metadata, improving the query performance by
reducing I/O operations on the file. In conjunction with the tile
splitting, the index may be enriched by including new categorical
values in the tree structures or by computing different metadata.
During the adaptation of the index, the objects are reorganized
in the new tiles and tree structures, and their metadata is updated.
The new tree structures (resp. metadata) may be constructed (resp.
computed) from scratch, or extended by exploiting the existing
ones.
Implementation Details. RawVis is implemented on top of several open-source tools and libraries and is available under GNU/GPL.1
The frontend was developed in TypeScript as a single-page application using the React library, while the backend was developed in
Java 1.8. The frontend client app interacts with the backend with

a REST API. For the visualization of the results the Leaflet and
Highcharts libraries were used.
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RawVis USER INTERFACE

This section briefly introduces the RawVis visual interface (Fig. 2).
The tool is available at: http://rawviz.imsi.athenarc.gr. Also a video
presenting the basic functionality of our prototype is available at:
https://vimeo.com/500596816.
Figure 2 depicts pick-up points from the NYC Yellow Taxi Trip
dataset3 , which is CSV files, containing information regarding yellow taxi rides in NYC. Each object refers to a specific taxi ride
described by several attributes, such as pick-up location, trip distance, payment type, passenger count, tip amount.
UI Panels. The UI consists of the following panels. The Dataset
Infomation panel A allows the user to select the CSV file to explore,
and presents its details, such as the axis attributes (latitude and
longitude) that will be used for the map-based exploration. Selecting
a different CSV file loads details about its specific data attributes
and updates the rest of the UI components. The Map Visualization
panel B offers map-based exploration, allowing the user to interact
with the map (e.g., zoom, pan). The Area Selection panel C allows
the user to select an area over the map by drawing a rectangle.
The Filtering panel D provides filtering operations over categorical
attributes, allowing the user to perform faceted exploration. The
Statistics panel E presents statistics regarding the selected objects,
e.g., univariate statistics such as correlation, standard deviation,
and bivariate statistics such as Pearson correlation. The Analysis
panel F allows the user to perform data analysis tasks by selecting
visualization type (e.g., bar chart, heatmap, pie), data attributes and
aggregate function.
Next, we outline the basic features provided by the RawVis interface.
Map-based Visual Exploration. The user is able to explore, analyze and compare data over different geographical areas using
operations like panning and zooming. For example, they may navigate and compute statistics over two different cities. Also, the
user can focus on a specific area (e.g., neighborhood) by drawing a
rectangle over the map C .
3 https://www1.nyc.gov/site/tlc/about/tlc-trip-record-data.page
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Figure 2: RawVis User Interface
Faceted Exploration. Faceted exploration and analysis is supported by allowing the user to define multiple filters over the categorical attributes via the Filtering panel D . For example, in Figure 2,
the user has selected to analyze the taxi trips which have been paid
using a credit card (Payment type is CRD).
Statistics Computations. The interface offers the user the ability
to analyze the data, through the statistics panel E . Particularly, the
user can examine univariate (e.g., mean, variance, standard deviation) or bivariate statistics (e.g., the Pearson correlation, covariance)
over the data attributes. In Figure 2, univariate statistics have been
computed for the fare amount, and bivariate for the fare and tip
amount.
Visual Analysis. The user is able to visually analyze the data
by selecting the most suitable visualization type and metrics to
accomplish their analysis F . Particularly, the user can select one
or more variables to analyze, as well as the visualization type and
metric. For example, in Figure 2, the user has selected a bar char to
visualize the average tip value w.r.t. the payment method (e.g., cash,
credit card). In the second case, the user has selected a heatmap, to
visualize the average taxi fare per passenger count and payment
type.

4

DEMONSTRATION OUTLINE

In this section, we outline our demonstration scenario. The attendees will be able to interact with RawVis and analyze real-world
datasets from several domains e.g., telecommunication and transport. Some of the demonstrated datasets that will be used are: (1) the
NYC Yellow Taxi Trip Records dataset; (2) an anonymized telecommunication dataset containing signal strength and latency measurements, where each measurement contains data regarding the
geographic location, signal strength, latency, network bandwidth,
device brand, network provider, and network technology.

Initially, users will be presented with the various components
and operations supported in RawVis. Then, they will be able to
interact with the prototype by performing operations such as:
− Select a dataset to explore.
− Interact with the map to pan, zoom in/out to find areas of
interest.
− Filter the objects using the facet-based browsing panel.
− Focus on and analyze specific areas by using the rectangle
selection functionality.
− Select the statistics to examine during the exploration.
− Select the visualization type, the attributes and the metrics
that will be generated in order to support their analysis tasks.
Users will also be presented with specific use case scenarios and
exploration tasks that will provide better insight into RawVis visual
analytic capabilities.
In the case of the NYC Taxi dataset, users will explore different
areas in New York and get insights such as: the most common
payment method, the average tip amount, the correlation between
the tip and the fare values, how the number of passengers and
the payment method affects the amount of the tip, or if a taxi ride
starting from the airport results in higher tip amount.
In the use case of the telecommunication dataset, some of the
user tasks may be: to identify areas where a large number 5G measurements have been reported; examine which telecommunication
providers have better signal in some areas; try to identify if there is
correlation between the signal strength and bandwidth; or examine
the average signal strength per provider and network technology.
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